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Abstract. Many stages of interconnected switching elements (SEs) forms a Multistage
interconnection networks (MIN) which has high-speed, low cost and high reliability and used for
parallel processing, broadband switching technology etc. Executing a task with good performance
in faulty condition is very significant in a MIN. That’s why fault tolerance in MINs is a very
challenging issue in present research scenario. A new fault tolerant irregular MIN named as
Modified Irregular Omega Networks (MION) is proposed in this research paper. The MION is a
double switch fault tolerant MIN and it performs better fault tolerance than existing Irregular
Advanced Omega Network (IAON) under non-faulty and faulty network environment.
Keywords: Multistage interconnection networks, Switching Elements, fault tolerance, non-faulty and
faulty network.

1. Introduction
With emerge of parallel processing systems and broadband switching technology, the requirement of highperformance Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) is increased. MIN is form by processing
elements at one end and memory elements or I/O devices at other end interlinked by switching elements
[7]. MINs can be two types according to availability of paths: single path MINs and multi-path MINs. This
multipath characteristic arises the importance of fault tolerance in MINs.
A number of regular and irregular networks have been proposed for increasing the ability of fault tolerance
in MIN but there is very less research work have been done on the issue of double switch fault tolerant
networks [5]. The MIN can be faulty if any switch failure or link failure occurs and it decreases the
network performance [3][7]. This paper presents a new irregular MIN named as Modified Irregular Omega
Network (MION) and its routing algorithm, which provides better fault tolerance capacity as compared to
Irregular Advanced Omega Network (IOAN)[1] for faulty (single fault and double fault) and non-faulty
situations. Here double switch fault tolerant MIN is a network which can tolerate faults when two switches
are faulty in each stage [1].
2. Structure of Proposed Modified Irregular Omega Network (MION)
The Modified Irregular Omega Network (MION) is an N×N network which has N (or 2n) source addresses
and N (or 2n) destination addresses with [(log2N)-1] stages, where n=log2N. Each stage 0 and last stage
have N/4 SEs and each intermediate stage have [(N/16) *3]. The SE has size 4×4 for each stage 0 & last
stage. Each SE of each stage has size 4×4, when N=16. When N>16, each SE has size 4×3 for stage 1 and
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each SE has size 3×3 for each stage (2 to (n-3)). The MION consists of N Multiplexers (MUX) & N
Demultiplexers (DEMUX) of size 4×1 & 1×4 respectively. The 16x16 network size MION is given below
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Modified Irregular Omega Network (MION)
Each source is linked with 1 primary and 3 alternate/auxiliary links through MUX and each destination is
connected with 1 primary and 3 alternate/ auxiliary links through DEMUX. In MION auxiliary/alternate)
SE are three types: first alternate switching element (First_SE), second alternate switching element
(Second_SE) and third alternate switching element (Third_SE).
2.1 Routing Algorithm of MION
The source address and its corresponding destination address or addresses (for broadcasting purpose) are
mentioned in MION routing algorithm from user side. MION routing algorithm consists two subalgorithms. In first algorithm, if last two binary bits of source and destination address are same then data
packets can be directly send from given source to desired destination. Otherwise steps of second algorithm
will be followed.
First_Algo
Second_Algo
{
{
BEGIN
Stage 0: If Primary_SE0 == FB
If (Si and Di are same)
//FB→faulty or busy
{
Then First_SE0
If (SE0 and SEL are not faulty)
Else send data packet to Primary_SE1
Send request from SE0 to SEL;
If First_SE0 == FB
Else
Then Second_SE0
Second_Algo;
Else send data packet to
}
Primary_SE1
Else
If Second_SE0 == FB
{
Then Third_SE0
Second_Algo;
Else send data packet to Primary_SE1
}
If Third_SE0 == FB
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Network Fails
Else send data

packet to
Primary_SE1
For(stage i=1 to n-2)
Stage i: If Primary_SEi == FB
Then First_SEi
Else send data packet to Primary_SEi
If First_SEi == FB
Then Second_SEi
Else send data packet to
Primary_SEn-1
If Second_SEi ==FB
Network Fails
Else send data packet to Primary_SEn-1
Last Stage:

If Primary_SEn-1 == FB
Then First_SEn-1
Else send data packet to given

destination
If First_SEn-1 == FB
Then Second_SEn-1
Else send data packet to given
destination
If Second_SEn-1 == FB
Then Third_SEn-1
Else send data packet to given
destination
If Third_SEn-1 == FB
Network Fails
Else send data packet to given
destination
}
3. Performance Analysis and Parameters of MION
The performance of MION is evaluated and compared with the existing MIN in different parameters like
bandwidth, probability of acceptance, processor utilization, throughput, processing power in faulty and
non-faulty network environment.
Probability [2-4] that one output receiving the request from “i” inputs is:
ρn= [1 − (1 − (ρ/o))i]
Probability equation for MION:
ρ0=1-(1- ρ/4)4
ρ1=1-(1- ρ1/4)4
ρ2=1-[(1- ρ2)*(1- ρ1/4)]4
Where, ρ=Load factor or Request Generation Probability
3.1 Throughput (TP)
It is the average number of requests/packets delivered successfully from a source to the given destination
in MIN per unit time [1][2][4].
TP=BW/( dn×t)
Where, t=data transmission time for no switch fault/ single switch fault/ double switch fault
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3.2 Processor Utilization (PU)
PU is the percentage of time the processor is active doing computation without accessing the global
memory [1][2][4][6].
PU= BW/(dn×p×t)
4. Comparison and Analysis
In this work, we supposed that the routing time of data packets for the non-faulty network is 0.01 ms and
for the single switch faulty network is 0.02 ms from the source node 0 to destination node 5. The request
generation probability or offered load (p) is assumed here 0.1 to 1 with an interval of 0.1. Therefore,
comparison between existing IAON and proposed MION is performed on different parameters such as
bandwidth, probability of acceptance, throughput, processor utilization, and processing power in nonfaulty and single switch fault case.

Fig 2. TP Comparison Non-Faulty condition

Fig 4. PU Comparison under Non-Faulty

Fig 3. TP Comparison under Faulty condition

Fig 5. PU Comparison under Faulty conditions

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, the routing algorithm shows that the MION is double switch fault tolerant. According to the
MION routing algorithm, the data transmission from the source to destination can only be possible if at
least SEs in each stage is functioning otherwise data transmission will be stopped due to network failure.
Hence, the proposed MION performs better than the IAON in faulty and non-faulty case. In future, the
design pattern of MION can be changed to obtain more fault tolerant MIN at less cost.
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